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Migration to a new kind of
ILS should allow libraries to
do new & different things.
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• Embrace new
technologies
• Facilitate adoption by
staff
• Plan for both
organizational, and
personal level support
• Abandon (or scale back)
legacy services and
workflows
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(literature review, arguments, etc.)
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Hirshon:
“While it is
reassuring to
library staff to
think that the
information
world revolves
around library
technical
services … it is
not the center of
the library
world, nor are
libraries the
center of the
information
world”

2003? 2010? … 2016?
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• Reflect alliances with other
information providers on
campus
• View the library from the
outside in, stressing direct
services to the user rather than
internal operating procedures
• Decentralize processing
operations to their related
public service
• Be dynamic, with annual finetuning
• Reflect a new level of
sophistication in integrating
technology into the
organization
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 IT, Honors, Library
work on theses
 Consolidation of service
points to simplify for
users
 Or, locate where it
needs to be
 Every opening requires
an adjustment
 New ILS tech, new
procedures
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“The shift from passive
information provision to active
knowledge access management …
must be undertaken if successful
adaptation and adjustment of the
profession is to occur in these
changing environments”
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• Departmental merger driven by
campus-level budget cuts (Doherty
& Piper, Tech Serv Qrtly, 2015)
• Restructuring because e-access
support suffered due to imbalance
of staff, most of whom were
dedicated to long-standing
practices in book acquisition &
maintenance (Miller, Sharp &
Jones, Collection Management,
2014)
• Especially in ARLs, tech serv staff
have become highly involved in IR
activities, but departments were
not re-organized as a result
(Connell & Cetwinski, Tech Serv
Qtrly, 2010)
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• Large-scale technology
platforms
• Applications delivered
using multi-tenant SaaS
• Massively aggregated
approaches to data
• Highly cooperative
arrangements among
participating libraries
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Marshall Breeding, Computers in Libraries, Jan. 2012
http://librarytechnology.org/repository/item.pl?id=16577

Why change now?
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• PALNI Consortium
• 23 Private
Institutions
• First Academic
Library group to
select WorldShare
Management Services
• Selection Summer
2013
• Implementation
2013-14
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• 50th Anniversary of
Irwin Library (2013)
• New Dean of
Libraries (2012)
• Strategic Planning
Process
• (migration, too)
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• Traditional
departmental units
• Increasing budget
share to online
resources
• Activities still printcentered
• Long-tenured staff

ACME Upstairs Library School
http://simplebooklet.com/publish.php?wpKey=zwTY8mLC
C3wV31ORtETcye
http://simplebooklet.com/publish.php?wpKey=zwTY8mL
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• Bridges: “holding onto familiar
practices will leave
organizations out in the cold,
while more savvy competitors
move ahead.” (ix)
• Bridges: organizations face
transitions due to mergers,
technology, or business model
changes
• Koh: factors driving change in
libraries include economic
pressures, user expectations,
and technology
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Transitions.
Understand this is an experience that all staff will
experience differently; communicate the goals.
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A sense of becoming

Chaos = Creativity
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Сталкер (Stalker), Andrei Tarkovsky, dir. Mosfilm, 1979.

(and its expected discontents)
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• Over-communicate
• Allow for various learning
styles
• Offer opportunities to
learn, listen, share
• Mark the endings.
• Patience with “neutral
zone behaviors”
• Acknowledge difficulty
• Verify expectations are
being met (sabotage?!?)
• Keep a focus on the goal
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• OCLC’s migration
process: steering team,
cohort, consortium, staff
• Understand how daily
work would look
different
• Implication of data
decisions
• OCLC Consultants –
step by step comparisons
of workflows
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• Data decisions – how will
it look in the new system?
• Examine processes – did
patrons benefit? How
many? To what extent?
• Tech Serv staff and the
Ptolemaic model:
problems beget solutions
which over time become
complications,
discouraging use (always
about access, but preferred
modes of access change
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Periodical check-in:
Reasons?
Results of work?
Impact on users?
Changes since workflow
developed?
• Worst case scenario?
• New system options?
• Other areas understaffed?
•
•
•
•
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Item Processing
• Responsibility of a single,
part-time, computerphobic employee
• Ready for retirement
• Shelf-ready processing
was available through
vendor
• Reduce processing steps
overall
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• Workflows, ILS,
discovery system…
service points
• Combined service
point for circulation,
reference/tech help
• Adjusted student
workforce, full-time
staff
• Added consortial
borrowing
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• Take advantage of
streamlining offered by
the new system to
reallocate resources and
energies
• Serve as example to other
members of the
consortium
• Resist shoe-horning
decades-old workflows
into a new system
• Do it carefully, but do it
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• Re-aligned library
services, efficiently
provided, and balanced
for print and e• Re-aligned staffing for
new, high-impact, or
collaborative purposes
• Tech Serv into Knowledge
Access Managers?
• Staff understand the
direction and goals of the
library – it will always
have endings and new
beginnings
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